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REMARKS FROM
THE BOARD PRESIDENT
RANDY JONES TOLL
NVMS CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER BOARD PRESIDENT

As we approached the end of 2019, I had already begun drafting this letter in my head. I was so excited to share the NVMS
story, which was filled with wonderful news about our vast accomplishments over the course of the year. We dramatically
transformed the face of NVMS. We re-branded the name, logo, and collateral; revamped the entire website; restructured
operational focus; implemented logical revenue and budget management; and updated services with a more streamlined
delivery. We also established an infrastructure of leadership, partnerships, and support to expand, promote and deliver our
programs and services. Through the hard work and commitment of our staff, board, and the members of our NVMS
practitioners and partners, we were poised for significant growth in 2020.
But before this letter was complete, the coronavirus pandemic was already creating chaos across the globe. The U.S. is not
expecting to see “business as usual” for at least several months. So now, NVMS must take stock of how it fits into this new
order.
Fortunately, these recent strides have prepared NVMS to respond to the current environment and positioned us to help
others during this harrowing time. We are resilient and we’re more agile than ever. We are implementing contingency plans:
deferring non-essential activities, reducing costs, utilizing new technology with commensurate training, garnering support,
and refocusing our attention to bring the highest value and impact to those we serve.
Some industries, such as travel &; hospitality, sports, retail, etc., have come to a shocking halt, but others are maintaining
levels of business continuity by moving their operations to online platforms. Regardless, unique levels of stress due to fear,
isolation and uncertainty are overwhelming Americans. In New York alone, over 6,000 mental health professionals have
signed up for their Hotline to help people work through the crisis and the internal and interpersonal conflict created by it.
Helping people through conflict is where we shine and can be of service – it is at our core! We are at the ready to address
the needs of employees, families, courts, and the greater community by conducting online training, workshops, and
mediations. So the word of the day is “adapt.” NVMS is adapting to this new environment. We are seeking to do old things in
new ways and doing new things in different ways. We are counting on our NVMS community to continue sharing their great
talents and adapt with us so that we can help others, as well as each other, get through this troubling time – and beyond.
Wishing you all an easy passage through to these difficult times.
With respect and gratitude,
Randy Jones Toll

Randy Jones Toll
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REMARKS FROM
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ARIEL GORDON
NVMS CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Our small - and mighty - team helped 1,957 people in 2019. This is thanks not only to our staff, but also to our
active Board of Directors, our skilled team of trainers, our expert rosters of mediators, and our experienced
Restorative Justice facilitators. I'm grateful for the hard work of everyone who is part of our NVMS community.
As important as the number of people we served, we're asking ourselves: what difference did we make? We
want to better understand the impact of what we do. Last year we followed up with past clients, and we're
seeking more information from current clients about the results of NVMS Services, Programs, and Training. You'll
see in the pages of our 2019 Annual Report that we have more information than ever before about how our
work is useful to participants. The data and testimonials we've collected represent progress, and we will continue
to dig deeper in 2020.
Across the entire organization, we tightened the focus of what we do. We recognize NVMS's unique expertise in
helping businesses, local courts, families, and community groups respond to conflict constructively. This is a lot
for a small organization to take on. We're working on getting better at what we already do well and evaluating
potential new opportunities diligently to ensure they're aligned with our mission before we pursue them.
Last year we updated our organizational values. You'll see our latest values on the next page! We're working to
be more connected to the people we serve and to make all of our services, programs, and trainings more
inclusive.
In short, 2019 was an exciting year. Thank you to all of those who made our impact possible last year and who
will help us respond to conflict constructively in 2020.
Warmly,
Ariel Gordon

Ariel Gordon
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ABOUT US
At NVMS Conflict Resolution Center, we believe in the power of people
coming together to communicate - to really listen and be heard, to identify
issues, work on them together, and find common ground.
OUR MISSION
NVMS provides tools and services to help our clients
navigate conflicts constructively, build stronger
relationships, and save valuable resources that are
often lost on disagreement.

OUR VISION
Our vision is to be a premier provider of conflict
resolution services and training to individuals,
groups, and organizations in Northern Virginia.

OUR VALUES
Empowerment: We support individuals in making
more informed choices to deal with life events and
challenges.
Inclusion: We are representative of the communities
and clients we serve.
Integrity: We follow through on our commitments
and approach our clients and partners with honesty
and authenticity.
Community
Connection:
We
partner
with
organizations and individuals to ensure our approach
is aligned with community and client needs.
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REBRANDING 2019
WHY DID WE MAKE THE CHANGE?
In 2019 we acknowledged that NVMS services and expertise have grown since we were established in 1990.
We are the largest and longest-standing community mediation provider in the region. We also offer
comprehensive training, facilitation, and restorative justice. We're a conflict resolution center, and felt it was
important for our organizational identity to reflect that growth. We redesigned our logo, reinvigorated our
website, increased our social media presence, and restructured the way we present our work.

NEW LOGO

OLD LOGO

WEBSITE UPDATES
In September 2019 we launched a new website that reflects our new brand growth and identity.
The site is designed for easy navigation so that organizations, individuals, and community groups are able to
understand what we offer and to access our services. Our work is now split into "Services," "Programs," and
"Training." This is a new way of categorizing what we do. We aim to raise awareness about our programs that
are delivered in partnership with other agencies and to make it simple for individuals to learn about and request
our services on the new site: www.nvms.us.

PROGRAMS DEFINED

SERVICES DEFINED

NVMS programs are delivered in partnership with
local organizations and government agencies.
Programs are designed to fill a distinct need in
Northern Virginia. Two examples are mediation for
families struggling to resolves issues of child
support enforcement and restorative justice as an
opportunity for youth to be held accountable and
avoid contact with the criminal justice system.

NVMS services are customized to the needs of
individuals, groups, or businesses dealing with
conflict. Our services come in the form of
mediation, group consensus-building, problemsolving, or brainstorming sessions – at home, work,
or in the community.

Access to NVMS programs requires a referral from a
partner agency and is available to clients free of
charge.

Access to NVMS services is available to anyone
seeking assistance. Sliding scale fees are designed
to make services accessible to clients across the
region. Contact us at info@nvms.us to get started
today!
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PROGRAMS
"Life becomes better when we sit and talk."

Co-parenting Successful Kids is a two-part program for parents receiving or paying child support. The Program
is supported by the Virginia Department of Social Services, via Resolution Virginia, and by the Fairfax County
Consolidated Community Funding Pool. All clients are referred by the Fairfax County Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Court or the Division of Child Support Enforcement.

CO-PARENTING SEMINAR

67%

In our co-parenting class, "Two Parents, Two
Homes," parents with an open child-support case
develop effective communication and conflict
management skills and learn tools to help keep the
best interest of their children front and center when
making decisions together.

of parents, after taking our co-parenting class,
reported an increase in the amount of time they
or the other parent would spend with the child

MEDIATION FOR
CHILD-SUPPORT
In 2019, we enjoyed serving 178 parents with an
open child support case as a counter part to the CoParenting Successful Kids Program. With support
from our mediators, parents from separate
households met in a safe and neutral space to discuss
sensitive issues relating to the financial support of
their children. As a result of these valuable
conversations, parents become more equipped to
make decisions in the best interest of the child rather
than one made with past resentments in mind.

In 2019 we received consistent monthly referrals to
our Co-Parenting Classes. Our classes filled to
maximum capacity each month, serving a total of 205
parents during the year.
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94%
of child-support mediation participants would
recommend mediation to a friend

PROGRAMS
GENERAL DISTRICT COURT

70%
of those who mediated in General District
Court (GDC) reached an agreement.

Our civil court mediation program continues to
provide free mediation services to parties looking for
an alternative to a costly trial. In 2019, we mediated
more than 400 cases for more than 800 parties. Our
anecdotal knowledge tells us that we handle disputes
with power imbalances and intractable interpersonal
disputes. Increasingly, we are seeing a larger General
District Court mediation cases with up to $25,000 in
damages at stake, on top of the costs associated with
drawn-out court proceedings and accompanying
attorney's fees.

“Excellent. Informal
format. Small group
discussions allowed for a
good exchange of
knowledge.”
-- Civil Mediator

BLEIWEIS COMMUNITY EDUCATION INITIATIVE
The Bleiweis Community Education Initiative was launched in 2018 to bring everyday conflict resolution
training to people in the region with three objectives:
1. Increase the skills of community groups to constructively address conflict.
2. Prevent escalation of future community disputes.
3. Make conflict management training available to members of the community at no cost.
In keeping with that initiative, in 2019, we delivered a two-part workshop series for the Fairfax County Council
Parent Teacher Association and Neighborhood and Community Services thanks to the support from NCS. The
FCCPTA convenes PTA presidents from across the county. The workshops are designed to provide tips and
skills for facilitating contentious conversations. We also delivered two trainings for leaders of five volunteer
Advisory Councils in the county and staff at NCS. The groups are preparing to revise their governing by-laws,
and the trainings offered skills for consensus building in advance of that process. Finally, we began discussions
with Opportunities, Resources, Alternatives of Northern Virginia about a curriculum for building conflict
resolution skills to incarcerated individuals preparing to re-enter the community and their family members.
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PROGRAMS
“Everyone was very understanding. It made me look at
everything in a different way. I am grateful for the
second chance, I will never do it again.”
--

Offender Statement

ALTERNATIVE
ACCOUNTABILITY PROGRAM
The Alternative Accountability Program (AAP) is an interagency collaboration that uses a community-focused
alternative to criminal justice to address juvenile crime in
Fairfax County. Eligible incidents, including larceny,
destruction of property, and trespassing, are referred by a
School Resource Officer or Patrol Officer. We use a victimcentered restorative justice process to address the harm that
was caused and reach an agreement about what can be done
to repair it. When a victim or individual directly harmed by the
incident is unable or unwilling to participate in the program
for cases involving shoplifting, we use a community-based
education approach. In all cases, participants are held
accountable for their actions and avoid the risks of contact
with the criminal justice system because they receive no
formal charge.
In 2018, the court's traditional diversion program saw
recidivism rates of 17% after six months and 21% of after
twelve. Comparatively, the AAP program saw a 4% recidivism
after six months and 8% after twelve months. In 2019, we
worked with partners to complete 163 cases, diverting 233
youth from receiving formal charges in the traditional court
system. We have also adjusted the Program by adding the
Track II education option for shoplifting cases in response to
the high percentage of theft and larceny referrals from Patrol
Officers. Program partners are currently evaluating our
structure to ensure equitable accessibility for all youth.

99%
of AAP participants complied with
their final agreement

OUR PARTNERS
The Fairfax County Consolidated Community Funding Pool - Fairfax County Public Schools - Fairfax County Juvenile Court
Services - Fairfax County Police Department - Town of Vienna Police Department - Herndon Police Department - Fairfax
County Neighborhood and Community Services - US Department of Health and Human Services - The Fairfax County
Consolidated Community Funding Pool -
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SERVICES
FACILITATION
The Facilitation program remains actively involved in supporting community groups and teams in working
collaboratively to address challenges and bring about positive change. A large project this year involved
supporting Fairfax County by facilitating public dialogues to better understand housing, transportation, and
other challenges faced by communities along Janna Lee Road in Alexandria, VA. We also helped teams in
nonprofit and for-profit organizations to come together to develop more effective ways to work together,
serve clients, and meet organizational goals.

FAMILY MEDIATION
In 2019, the NVMS Family Program focused on
increasing the accessibility of our mediation services
to better fit the needs of families in the Northern
Virginia area. We achieved this by broadening the
types of issues we consider relevant to family and
interpersonal mediation, adjusting our payment scale
to honor varied individual circumstances, and
incorporating phone interpretation services as
needed in 300+ languages to serve a broad audience.

NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION

COMMUNITY MEDIATION
Our private civil mediation services have continued
to grow with our sustained effort and beginning
outreach efforts into the community. This is a
particularly important area, which creates an
opportunity to prevent the escalation of the disputes
and reaches a broader audience in the community.

"I would start with NVMS,
instead of with a lawyer. The
mediator was better able to
help us articulate what we
EACH wanted and resolve the
messiest issues in our divorce"
-- Mediation Client

We continue to strengthen the neighborhood
program to provide pro bono and low-cost options
for neighbor issues that arise in our local community.

WORKPLACE MEDIATION
Our workplace program provides the opportunity for
organizations dealing with entrenched disputes to
resolve them in a more discreet, sustainable, and less
costly way.

COMMERCIAL MEDIATION
We are leaning into our commercial program as an
area of opportunity to increase access to services
within the community -- before they escalate to
costly legal battles. Our current target service area is
construction and real estate disputes as they impact
not only companies and their employees, but have a
ripple effect on partner companies and the
communities that they operate within.
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MENTORSHIP
NVMS CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER MENTORSHIP
We are redesigning our General District Court Virginia Certification mentorship process. Individuals seeking to
complete the program and become mediators will move through their requirements as a cohort. The new
structure should help to shorten the mentorship process overall and give participants a more precise idea of
when they can expect to complete all of the steps. The new model will roll out in 2020.

COMMUNITY MENTORSHIP
The mentorship program has allowed us to train 36 new mediators in 2019 alone. This is a unique feat in
Virginia in civil mediation as it is the largest program of its kind. The shift from our previous mentorship process
to our new cohort model has allowed for a seamless transition from training into mentorship that focuses on
relevant curriculum and additional trainings for a more practical focus. Examples include the practicum, evening
skills-based trainings, and modules focused on each of the mentee's co-mediation. This allows the mediator to
develop well-rounded experience and the knowledge they need to begin working in an industry of mediation
that they prefer such as workplace, business or community-oriented.

FAMILY MENTORSHIP
In 2019, we offered eight family mediation mentees two court-ordered child support cases and the opportunity
to co-mediate with a mentor in order for them to complete their Family Mediator certification requirements as
outlined by the Virginia Supreme Court. Skills practiced included calculating child support amounts and
managing challenging dynamics between co-parents who may not have been in communication for several
years prior to their mediation session.
We also evaluated how our family mentorship program can better fulfill the needs of our mentees. In recent
years, we have not had a sufficient number and diversity of cases to provide for mentees to complete their
required observations and co-mediations. In 2019 we began discussions with other family mediation programs
in the area to explore partnering to offer additional mentorship options.
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TRAINING

"The first personally
impactful lesson gleaned
from the class was an
understanding of my own
responses to conflict."
-- Training Participant

COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
The Community of Practice program focused on
expanding practitioners’ ability to better serve clients
from a wide range of backgrounds through
awareness and skill-building sessions. Events covered
strategies to break an impasse, working with clients
who have experienced trauma, and learning how
individuals of different faiths might differently
approach conflict resolution..

ON & OFF SITE TRAINING
We delivered 40 training sessions and supported
542 participants in enhancing their conflict
resolution skills. Professionals and leaders in federal
and
local
government
agencies,
school
administration, human resources, social work, faith
communities, and community volunteer groups can
now apply the new skills to strengthen relationships
and collaboration in their workplace, homes, and
communities. 96% of participants reported they will
apply their skills on the job, and 97% of participants
reported an increase in knowledge. We also began a
pilot partnership with Georgetown University which
allowed 12 graduate students to pursue certification
and apply learned skills to their future careers,
furthering their use of mediation in various
disciplines including Law, Conflict Resolution,
Foreign Service, and Public Policy.

81%
of respondents at the CCPTA workshop said
they are "Very Likely" to use what they
learned to manage PTA discussions.

WHAT IS NEXT?
Looking to 2020, we are getting ready for more
training! With the new year, we are evaluating our
certificate programs and making adjustments to next
year's calendar. Our goal is to tailor our certificates
to meet the needs of trainees while maintaining
reasonable requiremnets for our participants.
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REVENUE

2019 FINANCIALS

“The most valuable real estate one can acquire is
common ground. The price is true communication and
collaboration, and its equity soars with ownership.”
-- NVMS CRC Affiliate

EXPENSES
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GET INVOLVED
1. DONATE
Your contributions to NVMS Conflict
Resolution Center enable us to provide services
to the community at no cost to clients.
Visit our Donate Page to contribute.

2. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR
NEWSLETTER
Subscribe to our quarterly news letter to stay
up-to-date on NVMS Conflict Resolution
Centers' current events!
Click here to subscribe.

3. VOLUNTEER
Want to become an involved member of NVMS
Conflict Resolution Center ? Visit the Join Our
Team page of our website for new volunteer
opportunities.
Oppotunities include: Internships, volunteer
opportunities, and job postings

4. CONNECT WITH US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook
LinkedIn

ASK NOT WHAT NVMS CRC CAN DO FOR YOU,
ASK WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR NVMS CRC!
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